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LONDON: Britain’s audit sector, dominated by
the so-called Big Four accountancy giants, is
shortly expected to discover how it must reinvent
itself amid a series of probes into alleged corrup-
tion, including one linked to the collapse of
German electronic payments group Wirecard.

UK authorities want the industry to separate
audit and consulting activities, while increasing
oversight and competition following allegations of
malpractice by Britain’s Big Four-comprising
accountants Deloitte, EY, KPMG and PwC. The
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) is reportedly set to publish reform
proposals before Christmas amid fraud probes
into EY-linked activities at Denmark’s Danske
Bank and Wirecard.

“Strengthening our corporate governance and
audit regime will help to ensure that the UK
remains a world leader in corporate transparency
and advance it status as a place of the highest
standards in audit,” a BEIS spokesman said.

‘Repeatedly failing’ 
Simon Youel, head of policy at Positive Money-

which campaigns against market dominance in the
financial sector-said there is “a real problem with
the UK market dominated by these four firms”.

“They have been repeatedly failing,” he said.
EY has been accused of failing to warn about
suspicious transactions at Danish bank Danske
Bank worth billions of euros. It was responsible
also for validating the books of Wirecard before
the company became subject to one of the most
well-known modern-day corporate bankruptcies.
Wirecard, a former darling of the fintech sector,
collapsed in June after it was forced to admit that
1.9 billion euros ($2.2 billion) missing from its
accounts did not exist. Pressure group Spotlight
on Corruption has urged the UK government’s
Crown Commercial Service-which procures
goods and services-to temporar i ly  block
London-based EY from public sector contracts

for three years.
Spotlight has accused the accounting giant of

“grave professional misconduct that renders EY’s
integrity questionable”. EY “strongly” disputes
the claims, insisting that it takes its responsibilities
“seriously” in a highly-regulated industry.

The UK auditing sector as a whole faces outcry
over its failure to identify or prevent major UK
bankruptcies that sparked massive job losses-
including at department store BHS in 2016, con-
struction firm Carillion in 2018, and tour operator
Thomas Cook in 2019.

PwC had been the auditor of BHS, while KPMG
oversaw Carillion accounts and has been heavily
criticized for its role. As for Deloitte, it was fined
£15 million ($19.7 million, 16.6 million euros) in
September for serious misconduct after UK regu-
lators investigated its audit of British software firm
Autonomy ahead of a disastrous takeover by US
tech giant Hewlett-Packard in 2011.

‘Corruption is rare’ 
Questioned about the Spotl ight f indings,

Laura Empson, a business professor at City
University London, told AFP that explicit corrup-
tion was “relatively rare within the audit sector”.
“The problems lie with the considerable scope
that exists within the current regulations and the
strong incentives that exist within the firms, to
engage in practices which fail to protect the
public interest.

“It is this mismatch between government reg-
ulations, firms’ incentives, and public expecta-
tions, which has given rise to the scandals and
reputat ional  damage of  recent  years ,”  she
added. Empson noted that the scandals had
provoked extensive anxiety and introspection
within the Big Four.

“Some partners within these firms have long
been concerned about the direction of travel, but
there has been a strong pressures from internal
politics to disregard these concerned voices. “The

scandals have therefore given the leaders of these
firms the incentive but also the authority they
need to force through changes which would pre-
viously have been inconceivable,” she noted. The
government has meanwhile already announced
plans to replace the Financial Reporting Council
regulator with the Audit , Reporting and
Governance Authority which has been handed
fresh enforcement powers. —AFP

‘Repeated failures’ underline need for restructuring

Britain’s Big Four auditors await 
shake-up as graft probes add up

Oil buyers in Asia look
to Mideast crudes 
By Dan Colover 

Oil buyers in Asia are increas-
ingly turning to heavy sour
crude oil grades from the

Middle East, which as a result, have
seen their value increase relative to
light sweet crudes. Oil markets have
witnessed unique demand destruction
in 2020 due to the coronavirus pan-
demic, with S&P Global Platts
Analytics forecasting that consump-
tion will drop by 8.5 million b/d this year, leaving the global
Dated Brent oil price in the upper $30s to lower $40s/b
range. However, crude grades are not homogenous and
there are hundreds of different types, each with their own
qualities and characteristics.  Typically, the value of a grade
of crude oil is defined by the underlying value of the prod-
ucts that are made when it is refined. The refinery yields of
different crude grades and underlying refinery economics
are critical in analyzing the competitiveness of competing
crudes in big consuming markets, such as Asia.

The international market has settled on using certain
benchmarks, against which the value of crudes is measured.
Values for Platts Dubai, the Middle East sour crude bench-
mark assessment, have been supported in recent weeks by the
ongoing tightness in the sour crude complex. Platts Dubai
rose to a 1 cent/b premium to Cash Brent at the Singapore
market close on Nov. 9. This means that the market is valuing
sour Middle Eastern crude above North Sea sweet crude,
which the Brent benchmark reflects. By contrast, in 2019 Platts
Dubai was assessed at a 74 cents/b discount to Cash Brent at
the Singapore close.  The market has seen a combination of
strong buying interest from Asian refiners - buoyed by a
resurgence in the region’s major economies, especially India
and China - and production cuts from the so-called OPEC +
grouping of producer nations. 

Demand growth
Chinese demand has been particularly strong for Middle

East sour crude grades, with barrels of Abu Dhabi’s Upper
Zakum, Qatar’s Al-Shaheen and Oman’s crude export blend -
all deliverable crudes into the Platts Dubai benchmark - hav-
ing been purchased recently by the world’s largest importer of
crude oil. By way of example, China’s independent Rongsheng
refiner is set to expand its refinery capacity and it has been
seen buying crude cargoes in advance of the startup of the
expansion. In addition, demand from Indian refiners for
Middle East crude has picked up against a backdrop of
improving domestic gasoline margins. OPEC and its alliance
have managed to keep to high levels of output compliance in
recent months, with some member countries even contribut-
ing to overcompliance as they have looked to recover previ-
ous slippage in their quotas. The most recent Platts OPEC+
survey for October shows that the OPEC +10 non-OPEC
alliance members produced 34.40 million b/d in October,
reflecting 100.2% compliance with their quotas.

Meanwhile, Western benchmarks - Brent and WTI -
remain under pressure from poor refining margins, linked to
weak refined product demand due to ongoing lockdowns
and reduced movement across the Western Hemisphere. In
Europe, news of second-wave coronavirus lockdowns
across much of the continent in October and November
sent further shockwaves through crude markets, but the
consequences on fundamentals have been notably different
from those seen in the spring. The dominant reason for this
has been that same resurgence in crude demand from
Chinese and Indian refiners seeking a mix of West African
and Mediterranean sweet crudes, which are providing eco-
nomic options for those buyers. While values for the Platts
Dated Brent benchmark have found some support solace
following reports of effective coronavirus vaccines, prices
remain fundamentally weak as oil product demand remains
stuck on the back foot. Oil markets are still vulnerable - and
on a net basis, Platts Analytics sees oil demand in 2021
being lower than that of 2019. However, there will be win-
ners and losers, and the premium of Platts Dubai to other
major oil benchmarks highlights the extent that heavier
sourer grades of crude from the Middle East are in strong
demand from buyers in Asia in a two-tier recovery. 

Note: Dan Colover is Head of Middle East Structured
Market Engagement, S&P Global Platts
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Buildings of the global ‘Big Four’ accounting firms (clockwise from top left) KPMG, Ernst & Young,
Deloitte & Touche and PricewaterhouseCoopers are pictured in this combination photograph. —Reuters

Owner of Topshop 
facing collapse 
despite loan offer
LONDON: British clothing retailer Arcadia, ravaged by
coronavirus lockdowns and fierce online competition,
remains on the brink of bankruptcy despite an emer-
gency loan offer, the BBC reported yesterday. The own-
er of high-street chains including Topshop, Topman,
Dorothy Perkins, Burton, Miss Selfridge, Evans and
Wallis, is set to enter administration “within hours”, the
BBC reported citing senior company sources, in a move
that would threaten some 13,000 jobs.

The failure would deliver another body blow to
Arcadia boss Philip Green, whose reputation had
already taken a battering from the high-profile collapse
of retailer BHS four years ago. British sportswear tycoon
Mike Ashley’s Frasers Group meanwhile confirmed yes-
terday that it has offered a £50 million ($67 million, 56-

million-euro) loan to help Arcadia avoid bankruptcy.
Sources however told the BBC that they do not

anticipate a rescue deal from Ashley, who also owns
Newcastle United football club and bought troubled
department store chain House of Fraser in 2018.

“Frasers Group notes recent press reports concern-
ing the potential provision of emergency funding by the
company to the Arcadia Group,” Frasers said in a state-
ment.  “The company can confirm that it has made an
offer and provided draft terms to the Arcadia Group for
a loan of up to £50 million and is now awaiting a sub-
stantive response.

“Should the company and the Arcadia Group’s
efforts to agree an emergency funding package fail and
the Arcadia Group enter into administration, the compa-
ny would be interested in participating in any sale
process.” Arcadia had stated on Friday that the deadly
COVID-19 pandemic has had a “material impact” on
trading due to enforced closures during lockdowns,
adding it was working on “a number of contingency
options” to secure the future of its brands.

Back in 2015, Green sold retailer BHS for just £1 to
Dominic Chappell, a former bankrupt businessman with

no retail experience. BHS then collapsed one year later,
resulting in 11,000 job losses and leaving a massive
deficit in its pension fund.  —AFP

LONDON: A pedestrian wearing a face covering due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, walks past a temporarily
closed-down Topshop clothes store, operated by
Arcadia, in central London yesterday. —AFP

Mexico braces for 
discreet trade 
scrutiny from Biden
MEXICO CITY: After years of fiery rhetoric from out-
going President Donald Trump, Mexico is bracing for
more discreet but steadfast pressure from Joe Biden’s
administration to fulfill its trade obligations to the let-
ter, analysts say. Mexico and Canada were pressured
by Trump to renegotiate the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the 1994 pact that the
Republican branded “the worst trade deal in the histo-
ry of the country.”

After more than two years of arduous haggling, it
was replaced as of July 1 by the US-Mexico-Canada
Agreement (USMCA) — but only after the Democrats
demanded US officials renegotiate key elements includ-
ing labor provisions. “Biden won’t be as hostile as
Trump, but he will watch to see that the commitments
made in the USMCA are fulfilled, which Trump hasn’t
done,” Kenneth Smith, who was the Mexican chief

negotiator, told AFP.
NAFTA erased nearly all tariffs across the region and

helped turn Mexico into an export powerhouse. But
Trump had long blamed the agreement for the off-
shoring of American jobs. He also threatened to slap tar-
iffs on imports from Mexico if it did not stop a wave of
Central American migrants heading overland to the
United States. A new trade war would be devastating for
Mexico’s economy, now reeling from the fallout from the
coronavirus pandemic, as the United States buys more
than 80 percent of its exports.

Analysts at the Spanish bank BBVA think Biden’s
victory will clear the uncertainty hanging over trade
between the US, Mexico and Canada, which in 2019 was
worth $1.2 trillion. Biden “supported the original free
trade agreement and the current one. We would think
that he is more committed to this vision,” said Carlos
Ramos, chief economist at BBVA Mexico. 

Trump’s scorching rhetoric is likely to be replaced
by careful monitoring, under Biden, to ensure that
Mexico is complying with the fine print of the trade
deal, analysts said.  Some fear this could produce
cross-border spats. “It’s very clear that President
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador doesn’t share the polit-
ical agendas of the Democrats, and this will lead to
permanent disagreements, mainly in energy and labor

matters,” said Miguel Angel Jimenez, analyst at the
Mexican Council on Foreign Relations. Lopez Obrador
managed to maintain cordial relations with Trump even
though the Republican branded Mexican migrants as
“rapists” and drug dealers during his 2016 election
campaign and vowed to build a wall across the south-
ern US border.—AFP

Trump’s scorching rhetoric is likely to be replaced by
careful monitoring, under Biden, to ensure that Mexico
is complying with the fine print of the trade deal.

Kenyan farmers and 
young guides enlisted 
to protect city forests
KARINDE, Kenya: Peter Wainana remembers when
the forest near his home outside Kenya’s capital,
Nairobi, was so thick with trees and vegetation it
was difficult to walk through.

Today, Thogoto forest, on Nairobi’s northwest
edge, is dotted with open spaces that locals and
environmentalists say have been illegally cleared of
trees by loggers and property developers, Wainana
said. The destruction motivated the 49-year-old to
join with a dozen other farmers from Karinde village
to protect Thogoto’s trees through projects such as
bamboo farming and beekeeping.

“Everybody wants a piece of this forest
because it is near the capital city. Rich people are
trying to steal its land, traders are taking (its) tim-
ber, even manufacturing companies are dumping
toxic waste here,” said the father of three. Across

Nairobi, community groups are working to stop
encroachers from destroying the forests around
the city, as conservationists allege that much of the
activity is due to illegal deals between developers
and local politicians.

Asked about the corruption allegations at a
media briefing in November, Alfred Gichu, national
coordinator for REDD+, the UN-backed conserva-
tion scheme, acknowledged that unlawful encroach-
ment was rife in the country’s forests. The problem,
he said, is driven by the government’s inability to
meet Kenya’s annual demand for 45 million cubic
meters of wood, with the state falling short by about
15 million cubic meters each year. Violet Matiru, a
conservationist with Millennium Community
Development Initiatives (MCDI), a local environ-
ment charity, said grassroots projects had become
necessary to protect Nairobi’s forests.

“City forests are always on the radar of land
grabbers because of the value they hold. Fighting
them politically does not work, so we have to come
up with creative ways of engaging communities (to
help) keep them away,” she said. Like other mem-
bers of the local conservation group he belongs to,
Wainana farms in Thogoto forest under a state pro-

gram aimed at tackling deforestation, the Plantation
Establishment and Livelihood Improvement
Scheme.

Run by the Kenya Forest Service (KFS), the ini-
tiative allocates farmers half an acre of land each -
cleared by the KFS - in any Kenyan forest to grow
crops like maize and beans for a period of up to
four years. In return, the farmers must plant and
nurture trees until the saplings are mature enough
to sustain themselves, explained Patrick Kariuki, a
conservator of forests for the KFS.

Working in partnership with the MCDI, Wainana
and the rest of the Thogoto Community Forest
Association have gone beyond the scheme’s remit
by also planting bamboo to fill out the forest.

In addition, the plants’ roots stop silt falling into
the springs that flow through the area, which was
causing their water levels to drop, Wainana
explained. To deter encroachers, older women in the
group have turned to beekeeping among the trees,
he added.

They sell the honey to supplement their incomes,
and because the bees need daily attention, the proj-
ect ensures there is always someone in the forest to
report illegal logging. —Reuters


